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ABSTRACT. la  the present note a sot of six typical transformation schemes has been 
BO framed that each of them leads to a representation of the 4-dimensional Lorentz trann- 
formation both proper and improper. It is shown that corresponding to a particular trans 
formation there exists a mixed tensor of 2nd rank, which while undergoing the transfornui- 
tion can induce a 4-dimonsional Lorentz transformation to a 4-vo(*tor associated with it 
yielding the connofsting relations between the respective transformation <'oefficionts. Furth<jr, 
under each of these transformation schemes one can set up a system of Dirac equations and 
construct an electromagnetic tensor whence the sot of MaxwolFs Equations can bo formulai(Ml.
In an characterized by a set of general reversible transformation ccjua- 
tions from coordinates a;*" to x'  ^ with 16 covariant transformation coefficients 
dofjdx'^ one can define the 6 special transformation schemes by making siiitaldc 
use of the following six elementary anti-syramtitric covariant tensors
Cp^ with non-vanishing components — '^23“  1. — C32 = - 1,
D.P9 •’ C„2 - C \ 3 - l ,  - 1 . .. (I.l)
R pq a 03 0 12 1 ) ^30 ~  ^21 — '  L
and their conjugates
Op, with nonvanishing components — (?32 — 1, CjQ — C*23 — 1,
Dpq J> 5) Go2 — =  - 1, G2„=G i3 = I , .
Ep, y) > 0^3 = =  - l ,  Gso= G ,2= 1.
( U )
To denote the contravariant tensor associated to each of the above wo write tlio 
indices as superscripts.
Let us consider the first one which we call the (C —D ) transformation under 
which we postulate that Cpq, the primary tensor, remains invariant and Dpq the
secondary, goes over into ADpq, where A =  ±1. The conditions which the
670
transformation ooofficients dx<'ldx'P denoted by (r,), must satisfy an  ^ obtained 
as follows :
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:i)
i i )
-d)
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[§)
(? )- (? )  
i i )  i i )  
( i ) - - ( i )  
( i)  ( 1 )
( i )
(?)
(?)
?) (?) i t
( ! )
( ! )
(?) (?)
(? )
(?)
1 0  0 0 
0 1 0  0
0  0 1 0  
0 0 0 1
(1.3)
(?)"(?) 
-(.?) (.?) 
-(f .)  (?) 
( f ) - ( ? )
?) (?) 
? ) - (? )
?) (1)
0 \ /o
(?) (!) 
(?)
( ? )
3j
( ? )
(?) (?) (?) (?)
A 0 0 0 
0 A 0 0
0 0 A 0 
0 0 0 A
The above are equivalent to the conditions
( ! ) - M ? ) , ( ? ) = M ? ) .  
( ? ) = M i) ,  (? )= M ? )  
( ? ) “ - ^ ( ? )  (?)  =  - M ? )  
(?)“ -M?) (?)-M ?)
(1.4)
?!) +(??) •. (??) +  (??) 0,
where the symbol ^ j denotes ( f ) ( « ) ~ ( s ) ( r ) .
Elsewhere (Ghosh, 1965) this special (<7—D) trasformation has been termed 
‘Unimodular tensor transformation^ and has been discussed a t length giving the
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n^pri‘S(‘uta,lioii of an iiiducocr -t-dimonsional Loroutz Irausformation and the deri- 
\ ation of the (corresponding Dirac equations.
Jler(% we shall (construct the electromagnetic mixed tensor of the second rank iu 
the D) field. Referring to formulae (fi.2 , 3, 4) of the earlier paper (Ghosh.
1965) we notice that if there exists a mixed tensor in the (C—D) field satisfy­
ing the structural relations
^  ~F .^ =- —F J  F^^^0
=  J ’o® =  -F ^^  -  - F ^ \  
F,o = F ^ , =  F ^\
(1.5)
witli the 6 mutually indopcmlent components F ^, F ^, F ^, F ^, F ^, F ^  then \r<‘ 
ran roiTclate an antisymmetric tensor Eje^  by moans of the equation
El} =  i  Tu;[T}”^ F^P T jP F r^ l  {k, ? -  0, 1, 2. 3) (I.«)
wiicre 7”s are the connecting tensors characteristic for the (O -£>) transformation.
I t  is <'asy to see that FgP taken in the bilinear form AvBq-\-BPAq satisfying tii(‘ 
structural relation Fq^CP'C^.^- - F , \  ..  (1.7)
supplemented by the conditions Fq’* — -J 'Y i F^  ^ — ~-F^, F ^  — F ^ , F ^  =  F^ ". 
is the desired mixed tensor in the (C—D) fii^ ld.
We shall next consider the (0 ~ E )  transformation scheme under which 
th(> tensor Cpg remains invariant and the tensor Epq goes over into AEpg Avh(T(' 
A — ± 1 . conditions which tiie transformation coefficients ( p ) inirxl
satisfy are then given as
( J ) - - ( i ) ,
a ) - - (? ) ,
i i h H i ) ,
(SD+P--.
(?) -
(2 ) = M ? ) ,
(2.1)
I t  may be noted hero that the contravariant and covariant transformation co­
efficients are related as in ((7—D) transformation and the rule of raising and lowering
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,,l' iiidicos remain uuehang<‘fl. C'ousitler now tiic mixed Uiiisor Mr^ expressed 
ill the bilinear form ApB^- BpA' satisfying the strnetural relation
Mr^ (F^Cp, = M ,i . .  (2.2)
with 4 mutually inflept'Uflont romx)ouf^ut« (lcfiue<l iu Icrms of 4 (|uantities by 
ineauH of the equationK
_  J/,^3 ^  ^
=  7i„ .. (2.3)
3= =  3 /3 8  =- 0 .
Introducing a set of connecting t(‘usors T/y>(A’ — 0, 1, 2, 3) defined by the 
nonvanishing components
1 , T V  " 1 . -  1 .
T V - - 1 , “ 1 . ? V
T V  ^  T V  -- I, T V  - h 7’V  1 ,
T V  =- - 1 , T V  =  T i^  ^ I, 7 V  __j,
tlie above ( an be (expressed as
M r ^ ^ T r ^ p h k  (A*^0, 1 , 2,:?) 
wJiif'Ii being inv('rt(‘d gives
h, ^  i  T^/MPr,
(2.4
(2.5)
( 2.0)
\\horo T \ Qki'T
iUi denoting the tensor with non vanisliing coinpoinnits
fl^ OO —  — I , ffii  —  ffz2 ~  9‘i^  —  *^
The s('t of 4 connecting tensors (2 .4) is characteristic for the {C— E) transfornmticm. 
Tlieso in (unijunction with tlie mixed tinisor (2.2) lead to tln^  representation of 
Lorentz transformation and to the derivation of Dirac (‘(piation. Under (C—E) 
transformation scliemo one can verify tliat thc^  tensor Fq^ taken in the linear 
form A^Bq-{-B^Aq supphunented by the conditions Fq^ — —Fo^ , Fi^ = - F^  ^
P(i^  =  F 2^ f jP®2 =  h8»ving 6 mutually independemt components Tq®, Tg®,
Tgi, F^^, jPqI serves as electromagnetic tensor.
With Dpq as primary tensor we next consider the {D—C) transformation 
scheme under which D^q remains invariant and (J^ q goes over into XGpq where
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(3.1)
=  ± 1 * conditions which the transformation coefficients ( / )  must satisfy
are then given by
=  ( s ) - P .
The contra variant and co variant transformation coefficients 
connected by the equation
are now
=  ... (3.2)
The raising and lowering of indices may be performed under the scheme
A o  =  A s ,  A ^ = - A „ ,  A ^ = = A ^ ,  A ’^ = - A i .  .. .(3.3)
We note here the relations
A ^ A p  =  0,  A P B p + B ^ A p  =  0. ... (3.4)
Let us now construct a mixed tensor N^g by means of a pair of tensors A^, Bq 
taken in the bilinear form A^B^—B^Ag satisfying the structural equation
Ngi =  N/Dr,D^>9 ... (3.5)
having 4 mutually independent components expressed in terms of 4 quantities 
hk by means of the equations
=  -i^3» =  - h ,
=  -N g ^  =  =  -N o ^  =
=  Ng’^  =  Ao4 hg, =  Ng> =  - K  +  hg,
N% =: Ng» =  Ng^ l== Ni» =  0,
... (3.6)
Introducing the 4 connecting tensors
n I 1 o
1 .
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T V
rjnp
|0 1^ i 1
11  ~ !^2 - - i 0 ^ -
3 !!| 3 - 0 - 1 2 ^  “
0 i2 1
0 “  12 “  “ 1 -----
=  - 1 ,
... (3.7)
T V
we can express the above as
0 ;2 
1 ^  !3 1 _  i3 0 "  '2 1 .
N /  -  T\Phjc. ... (3.8)
Using the above connecting tensors, characteristic for the (D~U) transformation 
one can obtain further results in this connection.
It appears from (3.6) that we can connect hjc in a different way with the
so that a new transformation (D—E) is obtained. We take
= - h „
^  ^  ... (3.9)
=  -iVi* -  -K + h ^ , 
iVgO =  =  Ni^ =  0.
Introducing the characteristic connecting tensors
'1\P with nonvanishing components I? 1.
T V
12
3 =  1.
0 2 1
0 3 13 “ 0 — 2 “  ~
=  - l ,
=  1,
.. (3.10)
wc can express tlio above as
Ng» =  T\Ph,c.
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(3.11)
Under (D —E) transformation the tensor remains invariant and Epg goay, 
over into AEpq. The eonditions which the transformation coefficients must 
satisfy are given by
( i )  -  - < l )
( i )  -  - < i )  
(?) =  ^ ( i )
(S)=M1). 
(?)  -  - ( J ) '
(3.12)
(??) + ( ! ? ) ' ■
Tt may be noted that under (D—E) transformation the formulae (3.2), (3.3) and 
(3.4) hold good retaining all characteristic properties.
With Epq as primary tensor we can frame two transformation schemes
by taking either C^q as secondary or D^q as secondary. In the former the tensor 
Epq remains invariant and Cpq goes over into XCpq, The conditions which tlie 
transformation coefficients { \)  must satisfy are given as
( i ) =  ^(1) (?) =  - ( ? ) •
(I) =  (J) i l )  -  ^  i t )
(4.1)
(?)  =  -  (^) 
( ? ) =  M ^ )  
Q +  ( i l )
(? )=  ^ (1 ) .
(!) =  - ( ? )  
» .( l? )+  ( i? )= o -
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fn the latter Epg remains invariant and 7)^ ,^  goes over into ADpg where A == i  1- 
The conditions which the transformation coefficients must satisfy are given as 
follows ;
H D -  
i l )  “ (I) ■
( ? ) -  M o ) .
(iS) “  -  (?) ■
{ Z ) +  0 , 1 )
i l )  -  M ^)- 
i l )  -  0  ■
(D- Mo).
(o)  ^ (i) ’
. © +  ©
(4.2)
It may be noted in both the transformation sclnmcvs that the eonti-avariant and 
the covariant transformation coefficients are coniu^ctt^l by the equation
{ » } = £ „ £ « ( ; )  ... (4.3)
Raising and l(jw(>ring of indices may be performed Jii both according to the rule
AP, APE.p9 (4.4)
SO til at
iind the relations A^Ap ~  0, A^Bp \ B^\4p — 0 hold good in both.
The characteristic connecting tensors w itli regard to {h'—O) translormation 
are now constructed with the nonvanishing components
1 , == 1, T V  -- 1 ,
T V  -  1 , T V  ^  - 1 > 3 V  -  1 - =  -M
T V  =  —1, T Y  1, T V  =  1> =  - 1
T V  =  1 , T V  =  1 , T V  =  1 . 'f 'V  =- 1 .
vhile in the { E —J5) transformation the charaelcj'istic connecting tensors are foimcd
by the nonvanishing components
T V  =  - 1 ,  7’V  =  1. T V  =  1. T y  =  - 1 ,
T V  =  1, =  1, 2 'V  =  1> =  1>
T V  =  —1 , T V  =  1 , =  1 . - 1 .
T V  =  1 . y y  =  - 1 . =  1 . =  - 1 -
(4.6)
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Using the standard formula in my earlier paper (Ghosh, 1965) one can get a 
representation of the induced 4-dimensional Lorentz transformation correspond­
ing to each of the transformation schemes (E—C) and (E-D). Proceeding as before 
further results in this connection will follow.
W ith the conjugate tensors Cpq, Dpq, J^ pq a set of 6 transformation schemes can 
be formed having similar properties,
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